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1  INTRODUCTION 
The main subject of this thesis is the challenges of the clean technology small and medium 
sized companies’ marketing. The business around the clean technology is growing fast and it 
will continue to grow even more in the future because we need more environmentally 
friendly solutions. It has quickly become one of the biggest industries in the world. The 
clean technology has also become an important interest for many of the governments all 
over the world. (Peattie 1995, 6.) 
The topic of clean technology was chosen because the clean tech is such an important topic 
for the future. The clean tech solutions help to improve the environment, and for a true 
change to happen that is essential. (Peattie 1995, 6.) One area that the thesis aims to discover 
is the importance of the home market references for the companies and how it easy it is to 
get them. With the thesis the author wants to find out the need and value of the market ref-
erences for clean tech small and medium sized companies. 
The topic of challenges in the marketing was chosen also based on author’s interest in mar-
keting. That combined with the need of the commissioner Centre for Measurement and In-
formation Systems (CEMIS) to find more about the clean technology markets made the 
topic suitable for both the commissioner and the author. CEMIS is a joint organization be-
tween different parties, such as Kajaani University of Applied Sciences, Universities of Oulu 
and Jyväskylä and the Centre for Metrology and Accreditation. CEMIS focuses on develop-
ing measurement and information system expertise for various fields and industries.  (The 
Centre for Measurement and Information Systems n.d.) 
The thesis aims to find out what are the challenges in the marketing for the Finnish clean 
tech small and medium enterprises. The secondary research question is to find out why these 
challenges exist for the companies. Finland has a strong reputation as successful country 
with innovative, environmental solutions but it has been lacking the real commercial success, 
especially in export. The small and medium sized enterprises point of view was chosen be-
cause the most of the Finnish clean technology companies are small or medium sized. 
The thesis is divided into theory, research and conclusion parts. The literature part of the 
thesis consists of introduction to global and Finnish clean technology industry and a closer 
look to United States’ and Chinese industry. USA and China are the two leading countries in 
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the clean technology at the moment, and this thesis aims to find out what obstacles the Fin-
nish companies need to overcome in their marketing to achieve the same level of success. 
The theoretical framework focuses on business to business marketing from small and me-
dium sized business’ perspective.  
The research part of the thesis focuses on what are the challenges in marketing for the clean 
tech SME’s and why they are obstacles for marketing. The last part of the thesis is conclu-
sion, in which the thesis process is evaluated from the author’s point of view, the thesis is 
critically examined and the future areas of research are pointed out. 
The research method used in the thesis is qualitative research supported by secondary data 
research. The qualitative research offers insights into the challenges in the marketing from 
the Finnish clean technology professionals. The secondary data gathered is used to support 
the qualitative research and to further develop and verify the research findings. 
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2  CLEAN TECHNOLOGY 
The consumption in the world has been expanding rapidly since the 1950s and the growth 
of the population has been huge. There are more people in the world today than there has 
ever been. The need for sustainable and environmental thinking has been recognized in the 
last three decades as the societies have started to become more concerned with the state of 
the environment in the world.  (Peattie 1995, 4-5; Choudhary and Gokarn, 2013, 27.) 
 
The concern for environment started for real in the 1980s when the environmental issues 
surfaced and people started to realise its real meaning and impacts. It was understood that 
the state of the environment will only continue to worsen in the future years if nothing was 
done. The companies and people started to comprehend that there was a real need for pro-
tecting the world and its natural resources.  (Peattie 1995, 6.) This has driven the businesses 
to find alternative ways to answer the new needs of the customers and the other stake-
holders (Choudhary and Gokarn, 2013, 28.) 
 
The change in the environmental conditions and the global warming are one of the most 
important issues today. The awareness of the changing climate and the other ecological is-
sues has been increasing fast in the last decades. Finding the new innovations related to sus-
tainable and environmentally safe processes has become one of the main objectives all 
around the world. The growing awareness of the environmental trend and the tightening 
legislation has compelled the companies to become more environmental. The legislation is 
changing all over the globe increasingly towards protecting the environment. (Palmberg & 
Nikulainen 2010, 1.) 
2.1  The definition of clean tech 
The term clean technology (clean tech) can be applied to most of the industrial sectors. The 
term is applicable to almost all the sectors if the process or a product fulfils the clean tech-
nology requirement. This can make it hard to classify which technologies can be seen as 
clean tech. (Sitra 2007, 10.)  
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Almost everything from energy and materials to transportation and water technologies can 
be seen to be as a part of clean technology industry. The technologies such as wind power, 
solar power and energy efficient energy solutions can be seen as one the biggest sectors of 
clean technology. (Ernst & Young 2012, 13.) 
 
The main objective of clean tech is to use natural resources more effectively and lessen the 
environmental impact that comes from the manufacturing or the traditional processes. A 
clean tech product aims to offer improved quality compared to the conventional product 
while being less harmful to the environment. The environmental products have been seen as 
more expensive but clean tech is striving to offer the products and solutions with lower cost 
to all the stakeholders. (Cleantech Group 2012; Statistics Finland n.d..) 
 
Nowadays as the opinions of the public are becoming greener and more conscious about the 
environmental issues it is possible that the companies can have a negative impact on their 
reputation if they do not follow the latest environmental regulations. The companies may 
face challenges in communicating their green and clean tech initiatives to their customers 
and their competitors.  (CMS Cameron McKenna 2009, 39.) 
 
The clean tech markets are not only niche markets anymore. As the clean tech markets are 
divided in sub categories the sub categories can be seen as niche markets. Clean tech cannot 
be defined as one single market. The products and processes are a mix of different business 
sectors. The term clean tech covers a broad range of different technologies and business sec-
tors. As per clean tech definition it is possible to tie it to multiple areas.  For example, clean 
tech solutions can be used in construction sector as well as in developing efficient energy 
processes.  (Wildner et al. 2011, 2.) 
 
Much of the clean tech business today is done in business to business sector. As the tech-
nologies and processes in manufacturing are moving towards the new age of green tech-
nologies the companies need to have these new technologies in their disposal. This is why 
the clean tech commerce is largely business to business sector because the companies need 
to have the technology to be able to start using clean solutions and processes. The clean tech 
companies develop the solutions for the other companies for them to be able to move to-
wards more clean and efficient way of doing business.  (Lane 2013, 302.) 
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Figure 1. Cleantech segment landscape (Ernst & Young 2012, 13)  
The clean energy and the alternative energy production include an energy production in ar-
eas such as bio fuels, wind and solar energy, and other low emission technologies (Sitra 
2007, 40). The investments in solar energy are receiving the most financing compared to the 
other clean technology segments (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2013, 5). For example, the 
price of a photovoltaic system module has declined 75% since 2008. When combined with 
wind energy the solar energy makes up to 50% clean energy sales. (Ernst & Young 2012, 26; 
Van der Slot & Van den Berg 2013, 17.) 
 
Figure 1 clearly shows that the solar energy is the single biggest segment in the clean tech 
industry. The wind segment followed the solar in 2011 as the second biggest segment. One 
of the segments that had growth in their revue and net income during that year was bio-
mass/waste-to-energy segment. (Ernst & Young 2012, 11.) 
As mentioned above the clean technology solutions are not only about the clean energy 
sources. In addition to the energy efficiency processes the clean technology industry includes 
for example the clean transportation. The logistics side of clean tech consists of controls and 
limits on emissions, hybrid cars and fuel efficiency. (CMS Cameron McKenna 2009, 5,7.) 
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Construction can also be seen as part of the clean technology industry. The aim in the clean 
tech construction is the efficient use of the resources. The clean technology in construction 
includes for example the use of ecological resources, lighting and water solutions and the 
efficient heating of the building. (CMS Cameron McKenna 2009, 5, 7.) 
2.2  The global clean tech 
According to CMS Cameron McKenna’s report “The Impact on Key Sectors in Europe” 
(2009, 4) the following years will bring a major change in the environmental legislation and 
policies. In time this will compel the companies to change their technologies towards the 
cleaner alternatives. 
The drivers behind the growth of the global clean tech are simple. The need for preservation 
of the environment as it is, globalization and urbanization are important factors to it. It is 
also a fact that non-renewable natural resources will not last forever, and that is why there is 
a need for new efficient energy sources.  Another important driver is the need for securing 
the goods and products as the population has grown so much and it is estimated that the 
people will have a longer lifespan.  (CMS Cameron McKenna 2009, 3.) 
 
The driver behind the change towards more cleaner and greener processes for the compa-
nies is often legislation. It is important for companies to foresee the changes in legislation to 
be able to make the informed and best possible decisions. That way the company can have a 
competitive advantage as it has prepared strategically for the changes and has ready ways to 
compile with them. However, some of the companies see this as a hardship and are not pre-
pared to think far ahead. (Aaltonen 2011, 6.)  
The European Union (EU) has set climate and energy targets for its member countries in 
2007. The objectives to reach by 2020 are the following: the greenhouse gas emission should 
be reduced 20% of their 1990 level, the 20% of all EU energy consumption should come 
from renewable energy resources and the energy efficiency should be increased 20% in the 
whole EU area. (EU 2014a.) 
EU has also set a policy framework for 2030 after having made progress to meet its 2020 
energy objectives. A 40% reduction of the domestic greenhouse gas emissions in 1990 is ex-
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pected by 2030. This continuation to the previous energy targets was made to guarantee that 
European Union continues to move towards more competitive and secure energy systems. 
The 2050 objective is to cut at least 80% of the greenhouse gas emissions by that time.  (EU 
2014b.) 
Clean technologies are at the heart of the international environmental management standard 
ISO 14000. The standard is not a product certification but it is focused on the activities in 
the production. The standard gives specific demands for “planning environmental objectives 
and targets, implementing programmes to meet these objectives and targets, checking and 
corrective action”. The main point of the standard is the management from environmental 
perspective.  The companies can be certified with this standard. (Belz & Peattie 2012, 177.) 
The global competitiveness has been growing as the clean tech field develops. The economic 
recession has had a strong effect in the competition in the clean tech industry. The already 
well-developed wind and solar markets have been facing intense competition. This has 
caused a reduction in the pricing and it is helping the change towards more efficient energy 
sources.  (Ernst & Young 2012, 3.) 
 
From mid-2000s the investments in clean energy grew at a fast pace until 2011. The Asia-
Pacific area has been showing a small growth in their investments while the investments in 
other areas have been declining during the economical crisis. The last few years the global 
investments have been reduced around 10% in 2012 and 2013.  (Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance 2014 a, 5.)  Even though the economical crisis can slow down the pace of the in-
vestments in clean tech, investments to this sector should be viewed as long-term invest-
ments. The clean tech innovations can have the potential to answer to the problems of the 
economy crisis. (CMS Cameron McKenna 2009, 4.) 
The cost of clean energy is going down world-wide. The conventional energy sources are 
seen as less attractive alternatives because they can be unstable in their pricing in addition to 
their impact on environment. (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2013, 5.) The Ernst & Young’s 
report “Global cleantech insights and trends” report (2012, 8) states that in their survey the 
main energy strategy objective for the companies was to reduce the cost of the energy by 
more efficient use and sources. The reliability of the energy supply was also mentioned to be 
an important objective for the clean technology companies.  
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It is vital for the success of the company that the company has planned ahead and can iden-
tify the future changes. The companies need to take notice of the constantly changing direc-
tives in environmental legislation to develop their product in the best possible way. (Aalto-
nen 2011, 10.) 
 
 
Figure 2. Global public pure-play company landscape by region (Ernst & Young 2012, 10)  
The net income of the global clean tech industry has taken a dive during 2012 even though 
the revenues stayed almost the same with only 3% reduction. From the figure 2 one can see 
that the Asia-Pacific region has the highest clean tech company population amount com-
pared to the other global regions. North America has more diverse representation of the 
companies. In the global view China and the United States are the biggest individual players 
in company population amount and market value at the moment. In the company popula-
tion they are followed by Germany and Canada. The third tier in company population is 
composed of Australia, the United Kingdom, France and India. However, the emerging 
markets in the Middle East and Southeast Asia are developing fast and they benefit a lot 
from the competition which is cheapening the prices of the clean technology solutions. They 
can be seen to be the leaders of the future in clean tech growth.  (Ernst & Young 2012, 8-11, 
19-28.) Japan has also started to grow fast, and during 2013 its investments grew the fastest 
in the world.. (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2014, 15.) 
Ernst & Young’s report (2012, 10) shows the average amount of personnel for the compa-
nies in different regions in 2011 and 2012. In the Europe, Middle-East and Africa region the 
median of personnel in a company decreased from 140 in 2011 to 113.5 in 2012.  The aver-
age headcount for a company in Asia-Pacific was 457 in 2012. The median for the region 
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has grown with 57 persons between 2011 and 2012. In North America the median head 
count increased from 130 in 2011 to 150 in 2012. 
The Global Cleantech 100 is an yearly listing providing an overview of the most interesting 
and innovative clean technology companies. The companies are nominated to the list and a 
panel of experts then chooses the 100 most promising. In 2013 the most of the companies 
that were listed dealt with energy efficiency, energy storage and energy generation.  A Fin-
nish MetGen made it to the list. The company produces and develops multicopper oxidases 
enzymes for a number of industries. (Paddison 2013; The Guardian n.d.) 
2.3  Finnish clean tech market 
In the last decade Finland has been active in developing its clean tech industry. It has aimed 
to become one of the most innovative countries in the world in the clean technology sector. 
As a country Finland has a positive image with the environmental issues. However, Finland 
has not succeeded growing its environmental sector as it has hoped in the past. (Sitra 2007, 
5.) 
The government of Finland has started to give support for clean tech research and devel-
opment. The Finnish global image is environmental friendly. The goal is to get Finland to 
become one of the leading countries in clean tech sector. As Finland has started to invest 
more in the clean tech have there has been more start-up companies in the clean tech sector. 
The public investments are important for Finnish start-ups and it is a way of the govern-
ment to support clean tech. (Nordic Cleantech Open n.d., 4-5.) 
According to the Sitra’s report “Cleantech Finland - improving the environment through 
business” (2007, 22-25) the main clean tech sectors in Finland are renewable energy, recy-
cling of materials, resource saving processes, energy saving technologies and water treat-
ments. Finland has had success in these areas and has already prospered in these fields. The 
Environmental Programme had set a goal to make the clean tech business sector a growth 
area and internationalization driver for Finland. The Environmental Programme started in 
2006 and ended in 2012.  
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The clean tech industry in Finland will need to export their products and processes to be 
able to grow and develop. For the most of the clean tech companies a half of their revenues 
have come from the exports. (Ministry of Employment and the Economy 2013.) The key 
markets were Sweden, Germany, Russia, UK and China in 2013. The Finnish clean tech 
companies estimated that China would grow to be the most interesting market in 2020, fol-
lowed by Russia. (Cleantech Finland 2014, 5,10-11.) 
There are over 2000 companies active in different clean tech sectors in Finland. The Finnish 
strengths in clean technology are the already extensive expertise in heat and electricity pro-
duction. Finland has already clean tech products and technologies that can be turned in large 
projects. There is also a long tradition of close cooperation with Finnish universities and re-
search institutes.  (Invest in Finland n.d..)   
 
 
Figure 3. Employment in the environmental goods and services sector by industry 2012 (Sta-
tistics Finland 2013) 
The most of the Finnish clean tech companies, around 90%, are micro companies with less 
than 10 employees. The small and medium-sized enterprises had employed over 50% of the 
employees in the clean tech industry in 2011. (Lith 2012, 4.) However, the 10 biggest com-
panies generate 80% of the revenues in clean tech sector (Lähteenmäki 2014, 38). 
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The business in the environmental goods and services sector is defined as business that aims 
to efficiently use natural resources and prevent pollution. The manufacturing industries were 
the biggest employer in the environmental goods and clean tech industry in 2012 in Finland, 
which is shown in figure 3. The industry includes services and products such as the use of 
recycled materials in manufacturing and also the production of renewable energy products. 
The environmental service industries include areas such as research, planning and consulting 
in environmental context. (Statistics Finland 2013.) 
 
 
Figure 4. The business sectors of Finnish clean tech companies in 2013 (Cleantech Finland 
2014, 12.) 
As shown in the figure 4 the main strength areas of Finnish clean technology industry are 
efficient use of energy in manufacturing, clean energy, efficient industrial processes, waste 
management, and recycling.  (Ministry of Employment and the Economy 2014). The energy 
efficiency has traditionally been one of the main clean tech sectors in Finland, and over 50% 
of the clean tech companies are involved in energy efficiency solutions and processes. The 
revenue in this sector is over a third of the whole clean tech industry’s revenue. (Ministry of 
Employment and the Economy 2013.) 
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The biggest Finnish clean technology companies are focused on biofuels and mining indus-
try. One of the biggest companies, Wärtsilä, uses biofuels in its manufacturing and power 
plants. In oil, paper and gas manufacturing and in mining another big company, Metso, has 
developed technologies and processes that save natural resources. For example, its crushers 
save energy up to 40% compared to its competitors.  (Lähteenmäki 2014, 41.) 
Neste Oil has gotten 2,5 billion revenues with its renewable fuels. Neste Oil is one of the 
biggest companies in Finland and also an important international player for biomass. The 
company has developed a biodiesel of which’s materials over half is comes from waste. It is 
estimated that around 90% of Outotec’s mining equipment and mining technology are clean 
technology solutions. 4,6 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions were saved by its clean 
technologies in 2012. (Lähteenmäki 2014, 41; Sitra 2007, 17.) 
The clean tech in industry in Finland has grown 15% in 2012. The total turnover of the in-
dustry was 24,6 billion euros in that year. For 2013 the clean tech industry was predicted to 
grow even 29%, and especially the small enterprises are expected to grow fast.  (Ministry of 
Employment and the Economy 2013.) The Finnish Ministry of Employment and the Econ-
omy (2014) has set a goal to grow the revenue of the clean tech industry to 40 billion euros 
by 2018 and create 40 000 new jobs by 2020.  
The “Cleantech industry in Finland 2014” research by Cleantech Finland (2014, 8, 14) re-
ports that the Finnish clean technology companies are feeling positive about the future. 
They are planning to invest in clean tech, creating new jobs and entering to new markets.  
One fourth of the companies have commented that their clean tech business grows more 
rapidly than their other business sectors in Finland, and 30% of the companies comment the 
same for their international business. 
For Finland to achieve more success it needs to be able to globalize its products and proc-
esses. The success of SMEs depends on a supportive environment, networks and presence 
in the right international markets. It is especially important to enter to new markets with po-
tential products and technologies. (Sitra 2007, 20.) 
The Finnish Strategic Programme for the Cleantech Business (EU 2013) aims to interna-
tionalize the markets of the Finnish clean tech companies. The government will encourage 
especially the small enterprises to grow and will also support their expansion to foreign 
countries.  
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The organization Cleantech Finland helps its member countries in their marketing activities. 
This is especially the case in the marketing to abroad. The Cleantech Finland supports the 
individual brands of the companies and strengthens the image of the clean tech in the com-
panies’ marketing. The Cleantech Finland offers several different kinds of marketing services 
for its member companies. Some of the marketing services are included in the membership. 
However, the organization also offers additional services such as extra support for market-
ing targeted to foreign countries. (Cleantech Finland n.d.) 
Finland is developing the home markets for the clean tech to further grow the amount of 
the exports. The home markets are important in testing the products and processes, and 
they also give references to the international clients. The new rule on public procurement 
adopted in 2013 states that in all governmental purchases it should be considered if a clean 
tech solution is suitable. (EU 2013.) The Finnish Strategic Programme for Cleantech has set 
a goal to use at least 1% of public procurement to support the clean technology sector. This 
is done to improve the home markets for the companies who are going abroad. (Ministry of 
Employment and the Economy n.d.) 
The challenges in the marketing to abroad and the challenges in export go hand in hand. In 
global scale even the big Finnish companies are small. For this reason the Cleantech Finland 
has helped the clean tech companies to present themselves with the support of the organiza-
tion, as a united front. (Cleantech Finland n.d) 
One of the challenges in the SME’s marketing in Finland is also the funding. It is easy to 
gain funding for the research and development but for the market entry and marketing it is 
harder. (Laatikainen 2013, 4.) As the Finnish companies are quite small in international stan-
dards it can cause that the Finnish companies are not always able to offer whole clean tech 
entities but only a part of the solution. This can be unattractive to the foreign clients because 
they would prefer to buy the whole solution in one place.  (Raunio 2013, 4.) The research 
done by Cleantech Finland also shows that the companies feel the public sector does not 
support the commercialization of clean technology solution.  (Cleantech Finland 2014, 15.) 
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2.4  Clean tech SME B2B marketing 
The term business to business (B2B) marketing refers to the marketing of the companies 
which sell or have any kind of a transaction relationship with another organization. The 
products or services purchased in B2B exchange are used by the buying company in their 
own production or processes.  In the monetary value the business to business market is con-
siderably bigger than the consumer market. One customer can have a huge financial value. 
(Hutt & Speh 2010, 4) 
At the heart of successful B2B marketing is a cross-functional relationship.  The close co-
operation between the different business areas such as research and development and cus-
tomer service is important to improve and better understand the business to business mar-
keting. (Hutt & Speh 2010, 11.) 
In the business to business context marketing needs to be market and customer orientated. 
The market-orientated companies are able to operate superiorly based on the information 
about the customers and the competitors. They take in the account the market orientation in 
all of their operations and sense the changes in the markets. They are also able to use re-
sources such as manufacturing and research and development together in a precise manner 
to produce the best possible product. (Hutt & Speh 2010, 8.) 
The capabilities are more relevant to the performance of the small and medium enterprises 
than just resources. The utilization of the resources is more important than simply having 
them. The marketing capabilities are important in comprehending the company perform-
ance. The marketing capabilities that affect the performance of a SME are a widely re-
searched subject. It is established that one of the main higher-level capabilities that has an 
effect on the marketing performance of the company is innovation. (Merrilees et al. 2011, 
368-369.)  Innovation is nowadays heavily linked to the sustainability and environmental 
change (Nidumolu et al. 2009, 4). 
Innovation capabilities are seen as a major influence on the marketing performance and on 
the performance of the company. Innovation is seen to have a good effect on the perform-
ance especially in the small and medium enterprises especially in the business to business 
environment. (Merrilees et al. 2011, 369.) 
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The innovation capability in marketing is linked to the market orientation. The market orien-
tated culture of the company needs to be used with the capabilities for it to have an effect to 
the performance. Studies demonstrate that the market research increases the innovation ca-
pability of the company. (Merrilees et al. 2011, 370.)  
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3  CHINA AND USA CLEAN TECHNOLOGY 
China and the United States are the two leading individual countries in clean technology 
nowadays. With the European Union they form the three main regions of the clean technol-
ogy development at the moment. (Van der Slot, A. & Van den Berg 2012, 3-4.) The Chinese 
clean tech market was estimated to be over 60 billion US dollars in 2013. In comparison the 
clean technology market in United States was estimated to be less than 50 billion US dollar. 
(The Economist 2014a) 
3.1  China 
The success of China in the clean technology field has already been proven. The clean tech 
solutions it has developed have also helped to improve the environmental situation in the 
other countries. To truly achieve the global sustainable development and a real effect the 
different countries will need to work together and share their innovations. The politics be-
tween the economies will play a major role in this, and it all depends on how they behave 
towards each other. For example, the relationship between USA and China is one that can 
either expedite or hinder the global commercialization of the clean technologies. (The Cli-
mate Group 2009, 10.) 
The development of the renewable energy technologies is important for China to secure the 
sufficiency of energy and to reduce the amount of the carbon in use. It is also important so 
that the China can meet its energy objectives. The technological and policy barriers have the 
possibility to hinder the development of the Chinese cleantech market. The cleantech mar-
ket in China has some obstacles that the country needs to surpass before the renewable en-
ergy market can truly become successful.  (Caprotti 2009, 6.) 
The Chinese government is supporting the transformation towards the energy saving solu-
tions with the fiscal incentives and the credit support. For example, the Chinese government 
offered subsidies for the buildings in which the photovoltaic systems were installed in 2009. 
This has sped up the process of the penetration of new technological innovations through-
out China. (The Climate Group 2009, 7.) 
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The clean tech market in China is relatively new; they are fluctuating and immature. This 
presents a challenge to the companies which are willing to penetrate the entrance barrier. 
The know-how of the people is growing. As the conditions in higher education get better 
the intellectual capital is growing. The amount of the engineers in China is getting higher. 
China needs to do the transition from being only an importer of the clean tech solutions to 
being an importer and an exporter. (The Climate Group 2009, 10.) 
The Chinese 12th  five year plan has taken in the account the sustainability and the environ-
mentalism goals. The objectives for the decreases in pollution are set to reflect the need for 
more sustainable processes and the Chinese government is supporting these actions. For 
example, the goal of the plan is to increase the use of the non-fossil fuels by 11.4% and re-
duce CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 17%. (KPMG 2011a.)  
China has made a public announcement to be committed to the emission reduction targets. 
The Chinese companies are faced with pressure from the regulations and the other stake-
holders to become more sustainable in their activities, and the industry leaders are already 
realising the meaning of this. More and more of the businesses are already developing the 
sustainable strategies that are in an agreement with their business strategy. (KPMG 2011b.)  
The new five year plan of China has acknowledged the importance of succeeding with the 
new energy sources and the in biotechnology fields. The Chinese government will be sup-
porting the national and global leaders in advancing with the new technologies and also in 
their commercialization. The five year plan is also focused on supporting the mature manu-
facturers who are committed to the energy efficiency and the environmental protection. The 
plan offers the taxation and fiscal benefits to the companies who are willing to take in to ac-
count the green development. However, for the mature industries this will add up in the 
costs to reach the energy efficiency and carbon dioxide–emission targets. At the same time it 
allows the companies to reinforce their leadership positions. The plan also gives the foreign 
companies the chance to become more competitive in Chinese market by mergers and ac-
quisitions. (Woetzel 2011.) 
The global economical climate along with the policy, fiscal and technological challenges are 
the main issues that are preventing the faster growth of the clean tech market in China 
(China’s Cleantech landscape 2009, 2). The growth in the private investments would enable 
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the development of renewable energy technology and solutions. The increase in the invest-
ments would help with the advancement of the sector.  (Caprotti 2009, 7-8.) 
The most of the large Chinese companies have usually been state-owned enterprises, and 
now these companies are entering to the clean tech sector. The companies have almost an 
unlimited amount of funding, and the companies have the possibility to easily dominate the 
sector. The amount of the resources allocated to clean technologies is a good thing but the 
big players might end up shutting down the smaller, possible more innovative enterprises. 
(Levi et al. 2010, 15.) 
The state-owned companies are entering to the all clean energy sectors in China. A large 
state-owned construction business Gezhouba is one of the leading companies in waterpower 
and China Guangdong Nuclear Power Corporation is expanding to the solar power. China 
Ordnance Equipment Industry Group Co. has also started its change towards the clean 
technology with a number of different business sectors such as wind and thin-solar R&D 
and manufacturing and transmission technologies. (Levi et al. 2010, 52.) 
  
 
Figure 5. The investments in clean energy sectors by sector 2008-2013 in China (The Pew 
Charitable Trusts 2014, 50.) 
The research by Kachan & Co. (2012, 8) shows that the biggest sectors that have “significant 
homegrown Chinese technology innovation” are renewable energy and energy efficiency. 
Clean transportation, waste treatment and natural resource efficiency were also mentioned as 
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the important sectors. However, in the technological innovations China is looking for from 
western countries the energy efficiency was the biggest and closely followed by the waste 
treatment and the renewable energy. 
 
The figure 5 clearly shows that China has a strong wind energy market. The country had in-
vested the most in the wind energy in the world in 2013. During that year China increased 
its solar generating capacity by 12.1 GW which is the biggest amount that has been installed 
in one year in all over the world. During 2014 China is expected to pass 200GW of the in-
stalled clean energy capacity. The clean energy goal of China is that the clean energy re-
sources would account for 11.5% of the energy use by 2015. (The Pew Charitable Trusts 
2014, 37.) 
 
The transportation will play a major role in the greenhouse gas emissions in China in the 
future.  China should allocate its resources in the adaption of the electronic vehicles to less-
en the dependency on the imported oil and to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions. The 
increase in the use of the electric vehicles would also reduce the amount of the vehicle ex-
haust which is a huge problem in China. (Joerss, Woetzel & Zhang 2009.) 
 
The construction is an important sector for Chinese clean technology because the fast ur-
banization will continue and people will need more buildings for living, work and entertain-
ment. The per capita floor space is forecasted to double from 2005 amount by 2030. The 
clean building will allow people to enjoy bigger living space and use the same amount of en-
ergy per square meter as they do today. (Joerss, Woetzel & Zhang 2009.) 
 
The dividedness of the Chinese economy is one of the reasons for the challenges such as the 
quality control and overcapacity in the clean tech sector. The problems with duplication and 
obtaining the early-stage financing have been common challenges in the innovation technol-
ogy development. (Levi et al. 2010, 15.) 
Chinese government has been aggressively advertising its clean technology sector and ex-
ports.  (Levi et al. 2010, 15.) The success behind the Chinese clean tech industry is coming 
from points such as its environmental government policies, low cost labour, big home mar-
ket for testing the processes and a good supply chain.  (Van der Slot & Van den Berg 2012, 
4.) 
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3.2  USA 
The United States of America is offering tax incentives for the clean tech companies to en-
courage the companies to focus on sustainable technologies. The energy and sustainable 
policies have varied from the state to state, and that has caused the variations in the imple-
mentation of the legislation related to clean tech.  (Kazarian 2009, 48.)  
 In the United States the trading of the emissions has not reached the popularity yet. The 
government has recognized the need for the commercialization of the clean tech solutions 
and is supporting the clean technology industry. It has agreed to lower the carbon emissions 
to 85% of 2005 levels by 2050.  (Hargadon & Kenney 2011, 3.) 
The national and governmental policy on the energy efficiency and renewable energy has a 
clear impact on the clean tech investments in the country. For example, in the USA there is 
no coherent state renewable energy policy, and the changing legislation and tax incentives 
have caused uncertainty in the sector. (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2013, 19.)  
The strength of Unites States is innovation, and many of the best clean tech solutions come 
from there.  It is a leader in bio fuel, energy efficiency and low-carbon solutions related in-
vesting. In US the investments for the research and development are the highest. United 
States also was the second biggest country for the wind technology investments and the 
third for the solar investments in 2013. However, the US has the challenges in the manufac-
turing and the utilization.  (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2013, 7; The Pew Charitable Trusts 
2014, 15.) 
Many of the renewable energy solutions and the technologies need support to become com-
petitive with the traditional technologies. More of the sustainable energy solutions are “eco-
nomically viable” especially when the incentives are taken in the account.  (Bloomberg New 
Energy Finance 2014 b, 16.) 
From 2009 to 2012 the US government supported readily the clean energy and technologies 
with 66 billion US dollars in various ways. The support from the government helped the 
success of the clean technology products and processes even during the economical depres-
sion. The Obama administration has taken actions to reach the long term reductions. 
(Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2014 b, 12.) 
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The Climate Action plan was introduced in 2013 by the Obama administration. The plan 
included incentives for actions such as increased energy efficiency, declined emissions and 
use of natural gas. It also included a directive for US Environmental Protection Agency to 
suggest a greenhouse gas limits on the power plants that are already on use by mid-2014. In 
addition, the US Department of Energy has granted loans with the lower interest rates to the 
supporters of “clean energy projects”. The US has no nationwide targets for sustainable 
generation capacity but states have implemented their own policies support sustainable en-
ergy.  (Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2014 b, 12-13.) 
 
Figure 6. The investments in clean energy sectors by sector 2008-2013 in USA (The Pew 
Charitable Trusts 2014, 50.) 
United States has traditionally had a strong focus on bio fuels and it still remains as an im-
portant clean tech sector for US. The US renewable fuel standard states that 36 billion gal-
lons of bio fuel should be used yearly by year 2022. (Van der Slot & Van den Berg 2012, 38.) 
United States is the biggest investor for the bio fuels. However, the investments in solar en-
ergy and wind energy technology are bypassing the investments made in bio fuels, which is 
shown in figure 6. (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2013, 49.) The solar and wind investments 
are now over 80% of all clean energy investments.  (The Pew Charitable Trusts 2014, 50.) 
The Wall Street Journal lists yearly the best venture-backed clean technology companies in 
United States. In 2012 the top 10 included companies such as Recycle Rewards which pro-
vides recycling services, and the company employs 150 employees. Boston Power Inc. with 
its 161 employees manufactures lithium-ion batteries to be used in electronic cars and other 
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applications. Tigo Energy Inc. provides electronics that improve power output for solar in-
stallations. Sundrop Fuels Inc employs 40 employees and it produces renewable gasoline 
from wood waste. The product of Hara Software Inc. is energy management software. (The 
Wall Street Journal n.d..) 
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4  THE RESEARCH 
The research in this thesis about the marketing challenges of clean technology small and 
medium sized companies was conducted as a qualitative research. The secondary data of the 
industry and the global clean technology landscape is used to support the qualitative re-
search. It is also used to examine the results in the bigger picture and how the Finnish com-
panies handle their marketing compared to the other countries.  
4.1  Research method 
The aim of qualitative research is to find the answer to the question how and why. In the 
qualitative research the data is not numerical and the answers cannot be transferred to nu-
merical values. In the qualitative research the data is for example text. As the used data in 
the qualitative researched can have different forms there are also many different analysis 
techniques. (Guest et al. 2013, 1-2.) 
The objective of the qualitative research is to identify the challenges in marketing in clean 
technology companies and explore the reasons for these challenges. The qualitative method 
gives the possibility to determine the reasons behind the obstacles. With open ended ques-
tions in the qualitative method the researcher can also get results that they have not antici-
pated, and the perception of the researcher does not limit the answers to the questions. 
(Guest et al. 2013, 19-21.) 
The secondary research method was used to find the necessary background information 
about the topic. The secondary sources have given the information about the Finnish and 
global clean technology markets and market structure, and they have deepened the knowl-
edge of the author about the topic.  
The qualitative research method was chosen for the research because it will give descriptive 
answer to the research question: What are the challenges in B2B marketing for small and 
medium sized clean technology companies in Finland? As there is not a lot of research done 
yet about the marketing of clean technology companies in Finland, the numerical values 
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would not have been sufficient information. With the qualitative research method the rea-
sons behind the marketing challenges can also be indentified and explored.  
The qualitative research for the thesis was conducted by interviews. The persons who were 
interviewed were chosen from small or medium sized Finnish clean technology companies. 
The persons who answered were either marketing managers of the companies or someone 
who is deeply familiar with the marketing activities of the company.  
The qualitative research focused on the following areas: 
 B2B marketing channels 
 B2B marketing limitations 
 the challenges in marketing in Finland and abroad 
 home market references 
 market orientation and innovation 
 the role of Finnish government regarding the clean technology 
 the role of network and clusters and, 
 the missing expertise and personnel areas in the clean technology companies. 
Three companies from different areas of clean technology participated in the research to 
guarantee a valid result and representation of different aspects of clean tech business. Nocart 
operates in renewable energy electricity generation, and its Power Generation Unit offers 
multiple solutions for small power plants. Their Power Generation Unit generates quality 
electricity from almost any kind of power sources such as water or solar panels. The com-
pany employs 4 permanent workers and 2-5 people who work in subcontracting.  The com-
pany is in the growing phase at the moment. (Nocart n.d.;  Korhonen 2013.) 
EHP-Tekniikka specializes in environmental safety with environmental and process moni-
toring solutions and services. It also includes safety alarm systems that warn if, for example, 
the measurements exceed the agreed amounts. The company and its subsidiaries employ al-
together 22 employees. (EHP-Tekniikka n.d.; Hiljanen 2013.) 
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Elozo Oy operates in cleaning of garments and other items without chemicals or water, and 
the process generates almost no emissions.  The Elozo Ozone Cleaning System uses ozone 
gas for cleaning and removing the bacteria from the garments.  Elozo Oy employs 5 people. 
(Elozo n.d.; Valkama 2013.) 
United States and China are the most successful individual countries in clean technology at 
the moment. Their success in the clean technology field has come from the different aspects 
that were highlighted in the theoretical part. These two countries were chosen so it would be 
possible compare their markets and reasons for the success of the countries with the obsta-
cles of Finnish clean technology marketing. This comparison should point out what the Fin-
nish companies are missing in their B2B marketing activities. The factor of governmental 
support is also taken in the account.  
Data and reliability 
The topic of the clean technology is a current topic and its research has started mainly from 
the beginning of 2000s. The clean tech sector also moves very quickly and there are a lot of 
changes happening. To eliminate the errors in the literature the author used mainly new 
sources. The most of the sources were electronic. The reliability of sources was taken in the 
account, and only reliable researches, articles, websites and publications were used. 
The qualitative data was gathered from the three companies who participated in the re-
search. All the companies were small companies with less than 20 employees from different 
areas of the clean technology sector. Further research is needed to generalize the results for 
the big companies. 
The research limitations 
The research was decided to limit to small and medium sized companies. The most of the 
clean technology companies in Finland are small or medium sized enterprises, and that made 
it a logic choice for the focus of the research. Marketing activities can differ in small and big 
companies and that was the second why the research is limited to small and medium sized 
companies. 
Another limitation to the study is that it was decided to include only the business to business 
companies. The most of the clean technology companies in Finland are business to business 
companies, and for that reason the business to consumer companies have been excluded 
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from the research. However, because of this limitation the same challenges in marketing 
cannot be applied to business to consumer clean technology companies.  
4.2  Research question 
The main research question in this thesis is: 
What are the challenges in business to business marketing for small and medium 
sized clean technology companies in Finland?  
Finland has a long history with environmental expertise. However, the commercialization 
and marketing of the products has not gone as well as the companies and the Finnish gov-
ernment have hoped. The clean technology industry is a widely researched subject but the 
subject of clean technology companies’ marketing is still quite untouched subject. 
The research question aims to find out the reasons behind the marketing obstacles for the 
small and medium sized clean tech companies in Finland. Why the companies feel that the 
marketing aspect of their business is hard, and why do they struggle with the growth? The 
research question also aims to understand what challenges in marketing are preventing the 
international growth for the SMEs.  
In addition to the main research question the research also aims to find out why these spe-
cific challenges exist. The research wants to discover what capabilities and/or resources the 
Finnish small and medium sized companies are missing to improve their business to busi-
ness marketing performance. The link between innovation capabilities and market orienta-
tion to marketing performance is also included in the research.    
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5  RESEARCH FINDINGS 
In this part the results and the findings of the research are analyzed. The findings from the 
research were varied as the companies were in different stages and dealt in different clean 
technology areas. However, the common challenges in B2B marketing for the clean tech-
nology sector could be found. The questions that were asked from the companies are pre-
sented in Appendix 1. 
The B2B marketing channels  
The most effective business to business marketing channel is seen to be the personal con-
tact.  According to the research it is especially important B2B marketing channel for the 
companies in the beginning stage or for the companies which are entering to a new market. 
This approach allows the companies to gather references and demonstrate that their clean 
tech process works. As the solutions provided are usually very specific to the customers, the 
personal contact as a way of marketing the products is seen to be essential. The personal 
contact also allows the clean tech companies to educate their customers about the environ-
mental problems they may have, and raise the awareness of the clean technologies.  
The results show that the internet is a valuable tool in the business to business marketing. 
The customers search information about the companies from the websites, and contact the 
clean tech companies based on the information found on internet. Google is also seen to 
increase the “visibility on the Internet”, at least for some of the companies.  The positive 
influence of the trade fairs for the B2B marketing and awareness was also mentioned by one 
of the answerers. 
The customers want to have information about the companies before they contact them. 
For this reason the mass marketing is not effective anymore. The printed media in the busi-
ness to business sector is also considered to be ineffective. The press releases and the 
printed advertisements do not reach the business to business audience as well as the other 
mediums such as internet. 
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The limitations and challenges in B2B marketing 
The main research question was to find out the challenges the small and medium sized clean 
technology business to business enterprises face in their marketing in Finland.  
The biggest and the most important limitation for the companies is the lack of funding. This 
is a problem for the companies at all stages, from start-ups to those who have been in the 
business for longer.  All the companies that took a part in the research pointed out that the 
funding is the main challenge for their business to business marketing. As the resources are 
limited, the resources must often be allocated to the other matters than marketing. 
Another limitation regarding the funding that came up during the research is “being a pio-
neer with new technology” in niche markets. This requires the company to operate in multi-
ple countries almost straight from the beginning. It forces the companies to use even more 
capital to be able to market themselves in all the countries it operates at the same time. In 
marketing abroad a challenge in the business to business marketing is also finding the right 
partners. One of the companies also finds that Finland by itself is “far too small as market”. 
The resource that would be needed to overcome the lack of funding is capital financing. An 
increase in financial recourses would also be needed for the companies which have out-
sourced their B2B marketing activities to further develop their marketing activities.  
The international marketing and sales suffer from the same challenges as the national mar-
keting and sales. Even with an experienced export partner for marketing the lack of funding 
for marketing activities is an obstacle. The small companies lack the awareness in the eyes of 
the customers compared to the big companies, and one company can easily blend in with 
the rest of the companies. Some of the interviewed companies pointed out that the experi-
enced sales and marketing personnel would be very beneficial for marketing in both Finland 
and abroad. 
To summarize the result for this research question, the biggest limitation in B2B marketing 
for clean technology companies is the funding. The small and medium sized companies feel 
that there is not enough money and/or funding instruments in Finland to support their 
marketing activities. 
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The financing of the clean tech B2B marketing 
The previous paragraph explained that according to the research the biggest challenge in 
B2B marketing for the clean technology companies is the funding. All the respondents re-
ported that they had invested heavily in the marketing but they felt that is has not been suf-
ficient. The research and development and intellectual property require large amount of 
capital.  One of the respondents commented: “We have invested in marketing very much 
compared to revenue but even that has not been enough yet.” Another respondent said that 
they would invest more in the international marketing if the Finnish market did not already 
take the most of the funding reserved for the marketing. The third company has a positive 
attitude towards future, and commented that they should be able to start investing more in 
the sales and marketing soon.  
The market references 
According to the companies that participated in the research the challenge in obtaining the 
market references and pilot projects is twofold. Finding the market references and the will-
ing participants is not difficult but finding the funding is more challenging. In addition, one 
of the companies pointed out that for the “easier and simpler” projects it is easier to find the 
market references than for those projects which require more work.   
The companies obtain the market references in various ways. For example, one way is to 
offer the product for testing for a limited time. This technique can be useful in the early 
stage to gather the market references. 
The market references are essential for the clean technology small and medium sized enter-
prises. It is the same in international markets and in Finland. One of the respondents de-
scribed: “For new solutions [home market references] are significant.”.  This shows that the 
importance of the references rises even more when the product or the solution is completely 
new technology. The customers need the references to be able to make the buying decision.  
The focus of R&D 
The research and development (R&D) is an important part of producing the product . The 
research pointed out that traditionally in the technical field the R&D is driven by technical 
innovations. One of the respondents noted that the markets show how the product should 
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develop to meet the needs of the customer. The technology sets the limits on what one can 
do with research and development. 
Another respondent commented that traditionally the technical innovation has been focus in 
Finland, and that Finnish companies are successful in technical field. However, the commer-
cialisation is more challenging for the companies. The respondent was not able to speculate 
the reasons behind the commercialisation difficulties. 
Innovation and market orientation 
All the companies who participated in the research agreed that market orientation is crucial 
in marketing the clean technology product. One of the respondents said: “You can’t be in-
novative without first understanding what is needed in the market and where the world is 
evolving in terms of legislations, needs and awareness that set the opportunities you are aim-
ing at with Cleantech products.”. When the company is aware of the needs of the market 
they can offer the products and the solutions that the customer wants.  
The market orientation should be taken in to account already at the begging stage of the en-
terprise. The marketing for the product or the solution should start as early as possible. A 
well built brand that is already clear from the beginning stage can be a differentiating factor 
for the company. The challenge in this is that usually the companies are more focused on 
developing the product in the early stage rather than concerned with the commercialization. 
The support of the government for clean technology companies  
The question about the governmental support was included in the research to find out how 
the companies felt about it. When asked if the government supports the clean technology 
companies enough one company responded with “Yes to the certain extent.” The research 
showed that in practise the government does not support enough small and medium sized 
enterprises that are willing to grow and want to participate in the international markets. It 
was mentioned that government supports some clean technology organizations such as 
CleanTech Finland, and that for example the Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation (Te-
kes) is seen “to be interested in new products within clean tech”. These were seen as a posi-
tive signs about the improvement of the governmental support. 
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 The clusters and networks 
Only one of the respondents was a part of a clean technology cluster or a network. For them 
the main benefit from the network is the raised awareness. The network they are a part of 
has events for its member companies. For example the network organizes seminars and 
networking events. These events are mainly located in the capital area but the company is 
located hundreds of kilometres away from the capital. The company does not get the most 
out of their membership as they cannot attend to all of the events. 
The expertise of the personnel  
The main expertise for the personnel that the companies are missing is financial manage-
ment. This shows that the small and medium sized companies are struggling with the know-
how with finance. One of the companies also mentioned that they would need more exper-
tise in quality management for their company.  
Only one of the companies answered that they need more training for their human re-
sources. The need for the training in this sector was also mainly for financial expertise but 
not for accounting.  
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6  DISCUSSION 
The study confirmed what was previously mentioned in the theoretical part about the mar-
keting challenges for the clean tech companies in Finland. The main problem for the clean 
technology business to business marketing is funding. The companies are missing the finan-
cial resources to allocate evenly to the different business areas. The enterprises feel that the 
funding they have needs to be distributed to other aspects of business, and use what little is 
left for their marketing. Even though the companies realised the importance of marketing in 
business to business environment they do not have resources to use enough funding for all 
the activities. Furthermore, even when the companies invest heavily in their B2B marketing 
they feel that it is not enough to achieve the wanted result.  
The small and medium sized companies especially feel that the governmental and the public 
funding do not support the marketing and the commercialization. The governmental fund-
ing is important for the Finnish companies and they struggle with getting it for their market-
ing. According to the results of the study the companies think that it is easier to get financ-
ing for the technical innovation and the research & development than for the marketing. 
This also supports the findings in the theory part. 
The study also found that the small and medium sized companies feel that the government 
is not supporting enough the growing and internationalization of the companies. The par-
ticipants were aware that the government has started a number of strategies and programs 
but at least some of them felt that the real support is lacking. 
The lack of governmental financial support – as with the other forms of funding -- for the 
marketing can cause the companies to only focus on the technological aspect of the product. 
The market orientated point of view should be taken in the account from the beginning 
stage of the development to guarantee that the product will be viable and that there will be a 
real need for it. The market orientation and the innovation together will create a ready prod-
uct which is easier to sell for the business customers. 
The Finnish government has started to support the clean technology and the solutions it 
provides. The Finnish government started The Finnish Strategic Programme for the Clean-
tech Business that aims to give support for the small and medium sized enterprises by help-
ing them to use Finnish home market to further develop their product before exporting. 
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However, the companies feel the government is not enough supporting those small and me-
dium-sized companies which would be willing to grow and go international. It might be that 
the growing interest from the Finnish government is relatively new and the biggest supports 
from its side have started to happen only in the last few years or are coming in the few fol-
lowing years.  
The author was surprised by the fact that only one of the companies that participated in the 
research was a part of a cluster or a network. There are a number of clusters and networks in 
Finland, and one of the most well-known is the Cleantech Finland. The amount of support 
gathered for B2B marketing from the clusters and networks could be useful for the most of 
the small and medium sized companies. However, it was pointed out in the answers that the 
most of the events organized by these clusters and networks are located in capital area which 
is inconvenient for the companies operating in rest of Finland.   
The research answers clearly point out that the personal selling is still the most effective way 
in the business to business marketing. The respondents mentioned that it was especially true 
for the companies whose products are innovative and new. The clean technology processes 
and technologies fit well within that definition. The companies also feel that the customers 
need to be educated about the environmental aspects of the traditional products and the 
benefits of the clean tech products. Internet was the second biggest channel for business to 
business marketing, and it is essential for the companies to have websites. The B2B custom-
ers search about the products of the companies by themselves even before they contact the 
company, and the website is an easy tool for that.   
A challenge in international business to business marketing is that it is hard for a small com-
pany to stand out compared to the big companies. The B2B marketing abroad has mostly 
the same problems as the national marketing. Funding is the biggest challenge but also the 
finding and choosing the right export partner can be problematic. The partner helps to 
soothe the entering and the familiarizing the new market. However, the funding is again an 
obstacle even with a partner if there is no money to allocate for the marketing activities. 
The small and medium sized companies have only a little workforce compared big corpora-
tions. They do not have the same amount of people to allocate to marketing and sales as the 
bigger enterprises. It can easily happen that the people are lost in the day-to-day tasks and 
they may not have time to focus on marketing the product, at least in the long run. The re-
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search findings pointed out that the companies have the most need for further expertise in 
financial matters in addition to more sales and marketing personnel.  
The study showed that obtaining the home market references was not too difficult for the 
clean tech companies. This came to as a surprise to the author as it was already clear before 
the research was conducted how important the home market references are for success of 
the company. However, the reasons for it can be the law about the public procurement and 
the overall change towards more sustainable alternatives in business. It is beneficial for the 
companies to gather these references to become successful, nationally and internationally. 
The customers are inclined to buy the products and technologies that are tested to work 
well.  
The smallness of Finland was also established in the research findings, especially regarding 
to the smallness of the markets in here. As a small country Finland has only a limited 
amount of possibilities for the clean technology companies and if the company wants to 
grow beyond the Finnish market they are forced to expand to abroad. An innovative and 
pioneering product that is targeted to a niche market forces company to immediately start 
the export to be able to sell their product.  
The challenge of operating in multiple markets at once is tied to the challenges of funding 
and personnel. When expanding abroad the marketing activities need to be offered to all of 
the countries the company operates. This requires personnel which has knowledge of the 
markets of the company operates and the personnel also would need to speak the language 
of the market. The challenge of funding for marketing also arises to export as well. The 
company should be able to allocate the limited budget they have for marketing to both 
home market and international markets. 
The theoretical part established that the successful business to business marketing requires a 
good relationship with different sectors of the company. The research conducted for the 
thesis supports this as all the companies agreed that the different sectors should work and 
grow together towards a common goal. The research and development should take in the 
account the commercialization and usability to achieve the best possible product. 
The results of this study are very clear that the market orientation is beneficial for the com-
panies. A clean technology company should look at the market orientated point of view al-
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ready at the first stages of the firm. A strong company with a vision and a clear brand can 
communicate the value to the customer easier.  
The study confirmed that the innovation capabilities of the companies are enhanced by 
market orientation. The technical innovations are usually the products or solutions the clean 
tech companies offer. The best technical innovations come from understanding the needs of 
the customers and the development of the market. The marketing and commercialization 
focus from the beginning benefits the research and development as well. 
The small and medium sized companies which participated in the research understood the 
importance of smart resource use. This is especially evident in the allocation of funding and 
in which sectors the companies use the funding. The companies pointed out that for mar-
keting was usually used what funds were left after other business areas. The good personnel 
can wisely utilize the resources.  
In US and China, both governments support the cleantech very heavily in monetary ways 
such as the financial incentives. For example, the sustainable business get taxation befits and 
other forms of monetary support from the government. The regulations are also shaped to 
support the change towards sustainable alternatives. The Finnish government has started to 
support the clean technology sector in a number of ways but it needs to improve it even 
more, especially for the small and medium sized enterprises.  
The Finnish home market is much smaller than compared to for example Chinese home 
market.  Even though the Finnish companies commented that finding the market references 
was not too problematic they also felt that Finland itself is a small market. The Chinese clean 
tech companies have more opportunities to test their products and processes in the home 
market before starting the export. This is one of the points with what the Chinese clean 
technology companies have gained their success. 
There are differences in the most important sectors between Finland and US and China. 
Finland is more focused on energy efficiency, clean processes and renewable energy. The 
biggest individual Finnish companies are mostly focused on biofuels and mining industry. 
The clean tech sector of China is the most interested in renewable energy sources such as 
wind and solar power at the moment. In the other hand, United States is pioneering in bio 
fuels with strong focus on wind and solar power technologies. The biggest difference that is 
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between Finland and US and China is that the two latter countries are dealing more with 
renewable energy sources and Finland with energy efficiency.    
The median of the personnel in the companies in European and US companies was 113.5 
and 150 respectively. The Asian-Pacific average is a lot bigger, 475 in 2012.  (Ernst & Young 
2012,10.)  The most of the innovative clean technology companies in US are also small and 
medium sized businesses as in Finland. There are big companies in both of the countries but 
the most of the clean technology businesses are small and medium sized. The Chinese com-
panies are different in their personnel structure; they have much larger amount of people 
working in the companies in average. The biggest Chinese clean tech companies are usually 
state-owned whereas the most of the Finnish and US clean tech companies are privately 
owned. 
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7  CONCLUSIONS 
The reason for this research was to find out business to business marketing challenges for 
small and medium sized clean technology companies in Finland. The clean technology is a 
very current and widely searched topic, but the marketing perspective has not been studied a 
lot yet. Especially in Finland the marketing point of view has been lacking. The challenges in 
marketing were observed in the innovation and market orientation point of view. 
The research found out that the biggest challenge in the business to business marketing for 
clean technology small and medium sized companies is funding. The lack of funding and the 
problem of allocating the resources create the most challenges for marketing of small and 
medium sized companies. The same challenges also apply for the internationalization and 
the export. 
In this thesis the Finnish clean technology market was also compared to the biggest clean 
tech markets in the world at the moment, United States and China. It was found out that the 
markets in US and China are somewhat different compared to Finland even though some 
similarities were found. Especially the importance of the governmental support was high-
lighted as a success factor of those two countries. 
The thesis process was eventful for the author. The topic of the clean technology was unfa-
miliar to her at the beginning and it required a lot of reading in the first stages to get ac-
quainted with the topic. Even though the process turned out to be more challenging and 
took a lot more time than anticipated at the start, the author has found the topic to be very 
interesting and the whole process very rewarding at the end.  
The author recommends that the future researches are to find out what could be done to 
overcome the challenges in business to business marketing for the clean technology compa-
nies. As the study showed the main obstacle is funding. The future researchers could explore 
the different funding mechanisms for the companies and how the business to business 
companies could improve their financial management and allocation of resources.   
This research does not cover the business to business companies marketing challenges for 
big companies. The future research could study the marketing challenges for those compa-
nies in Finland and compare that information for small and medium sized companies. 
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APPENDIX 1/1 
Interview questions 
1. In what clean technology sector are you operating?  
 
a. What are your products/services?  
 
b. How many employees do you have? 
 
2. Which B2B marketing channels do you feel are the most effective and which least 
effective in your clean tech marketing? Why? 
 
3. What would you feel are your biggest limitations in B2B marketing for clean tech 
product and why? 
 
a. What kind of capabilities would you increase in marketing if possible? 
 
4. What are the challenges in marketing your clean tech product in Finland? Why? 
 
a. If you do export, then what are the biggest challenges in marketing abroad?  
 
5. What kind of help you need to improve your marketing and sales internationally?   
  
a. What are the challenges in marketing and sales internationally? 
 
 
6. Do you find you have challenges in finding home market references? 
 
a. What is the importance of the references in B2B marketing in Finland? And 
what about abroad? 
 
7. Do you feel R&D is driven more by technical developments or commercialization 
point of view?  
 
8. Do you feel that innovative and market orientated point of view help in clean tech 
B2B marketing?  
 
 
9. Do you feel that the company is invested in marketing? Enough or too little?  Do 
you feel that the company has invested enough for marketing compared for example 
to R&D? 
 
10. Do you feel the Finnish government supports clean technology? 
 
 
11. If your company is a part of clean tech cluster or network, please answer to this 
question. If not, feel free to ignore it. 
APPENDIX 1/2 
a. What is the role of network or cluster in marketing of clean tech product for 
SME in your opinion? Does the network or cluster provide support for the 
B2B marketing activities? If yes, how? Do you feel that it is enough?  
 
12. What kind of expertise areas are you missing in your company? 
 
13. Do you have a need for training for your human resources? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
